System Specs

ZEROGRAVITY...
MORE OF THE PROTECTION, NONE OF THE WEIGHT!

INCREASED RADIATION PROTECTION
- Zero Gravity Lead Apron provides 1.0 mm lead equivalence, TWICE that of a standard lead apron
- Optional Face & Head shield offers an additional .5mm lead equivalence where previously none was provided

REDUCED ORTHOPEDIC RISKS
- Eliminates the need for a standard lead apron
- A suspended frame provides total support to the Zero Gravity Apron, and Face & Head shield, freeing the user from any apron weight.
- Comfortable, customizable harness lends back support while providing easy engagement and disengagement with the Zero Gravity

STERILITY
- Cost-effective, sterile drape encapsulates the Zero Gravity Apron allowing user to easily enter and exit the system while maintaining the sterile field

EASY INSTALLATION
- Options include:
  - Mobile floor stand
  - Ceiling Mount
  - Wall Mount

PATENTED DESIGN
Unlike traditional radiation protection options, ZeroGravity technology frees the interventionalist of all weight providing a safer, more comfortable work environment. ZeroGravity can reduce short- and long-term orthopedic injuries caused by repeated use of heavy lead alternatives. Even when moving the device upwards, there is no sensation of weight.

ZeroGravity does not interfere with procedures. The System moves smoothly and multi-directionally allowing the interventionalist unrestricted movement within the work area.

A simple draping process is performed by one person in just a few seconds while the open, ventilated design of ZeroGravity provides minimal contact with the interventionalist.
THIS YEAR IS THE NEW ONE
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Manufactured by:

CFI Medical Solutions